
Important 

Safety warning 

 

Fjord/Sem nautic grey ledikant 60x120 with drawer 

Fjord/Sem nautic grey ledikant 70x140 with drawer 

Article numbers 11703441 / 11703442 

Serial numbers 698084 t/m 800000 

The article and serial numbers can be found on the upper/downside off the slat base 

Research has shown that there is a possibility to scratch off the foil from the spindles. This could 

harm your child. 

It concerns the following products, Fjord/Sem Nautic grey with drawer in format 60x120 and 70x140 

from the series 698084 till 800000. The products are sold between June 2013 and June 2019. 

If you have one off those products in use would kindly ask you to check if foils let loose. in case the 

foil let loose we ask you to stop using this product until the sides are replaced with new sides 

provided by Kidsmill or our dealers. In case the foil doesn’t get loose we ask you to frequently check 

the sides. Also, we recommend requesting the new sides if the foil doesn’t let loose . 

By using the link below you will be able to request the new sides for your product. We kindly ask you 

the provide the serial number which is placed on slat base of the product. You could check if your 

product concerns this problem by looking at the grooves on the inside of the sides. if there are 2 

grooves on the spindle your product does have this safety problem. If there is only one groove your 

product doesn’t have this problem and there is no need for new sides. 

You could request the sides here. 

If you are not sure or your product concerns this product or if you have other questions, you can 

contact us by email on the following address: Service@timgro.com 

Timgro B.V. 

Hogeveldseweg 2 

4041 CP Kesteren 

https://www.survio.com/survey/d/M7W7J5R3B2E9P7O6J
mailto:Service@timgro.com


 




